FOUR DAYS ONLY!

OCTOBER 13th through 16th
We almost doubled our inventory buying this year and
found some unique pieces to bring nature into your home
and office. Natural Smokey Quartz was abundant and we
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BEST FINDS
New Lg Selection of Crystal Balls
to Choose from
New Purple Grape Chalcedony
Jewelry
Citrine & Amethyst Home Decor
Options
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brought back some new mine finds. We did a special buy for
natural stone polished pieces such as angels, buddhas,
wands, bowls, and such, so there will be a great assortment
to choose from. Also, we had Selenite polished into 18
different small shapes, a one-of-a-kind way to carry, wear
and enjoy Selenite in your daily life. The other most
impressive item we found was a box of huge to small tube
Fulgurites. They were discovered in an old storage room and
are truly a rare find.

Gold & Silver Coated Kyanite
Blades
Bulk buy of Natural Smokey Quartz
Points

WE'LL SEE YOU FRIDAY MORNING AT 10:00 AM!!

MINERALS
All Types of Rough
Minerals

Polished Pieces &
Chakra Tools

We brought back several minerals in Again, we found a variety of finished
natural forms including: Apatite
products in natural stone such as
crystals, Mangano Calcite, Pink
Wands, Spheres, Pyramids, Angels,
Danburite crystals, White and
Freeforms, Palm Stones, Polished
Orange Gypsum clusters, flashing
Stand-Ups, Eggs, Obelisks, Flames,
Moonstone, juicy Chrysocolla &
Slices, small Alter Bowls, Boxes,
Turquoise, fibrous Malachite, Lapis, Totems and Pendulums. Requested
Galena, Wave Dolomite plus Pink
stones such as Spider Web
and Green Opal, We also found
Obsidian, Nephrite and New Jade,
more Bismuth clusters, Crocoite,
Moldavite, Shungite, Dendritic Agate,
Wulfenite, Seraphinite, Prehnite and
Sea Jasper, Wild Horse Jasper,
Epidote, and Black Moonstone.
Polychrome Jasper, Bloodstone,
Special finds included Violet Agate, Sardonyx, Rhodochrosite, Covellite,
Zincite crystals, Large Fluorite
Atlantisite, and Amazonite. We
octahedrons, Red & Brown Calcite,
added more Pyramid and Geometric
new Garnierite, Green and Red
sets plus we brought back a vast
Druzy Apophyllite, navel Aura
assortment of heart-shaped minerals
Chalcedony, Eudialite, Fire Agate,
in various sizes.
Astrophyllite, Poppy and Bumble
Bee Jasper and Hematite shards.

Quartz Specialities

This year, in addition to natural
Smokey Quartz varieties, we brought
back more Golden Healers, Elestial
Quartz, Herkimer Diamonds,
Amphibole in Quartz, Green Quartz
from Madagascar and Quartz with
Epidote (aka "Dream Quartz"). More
Diamantina Lazer wands and points
were found and we restocked our
small polished Phantom and
Manifestation Quartz points.
Additionally, Candle Quartz and
several varieties of Aqua Aura
Quartz in spheres, figurines,
polished stand-ups and vogels were
brought back. As requested, we
added several sizes of Quartz
Crystal balls to now choose from.

JEWELRY & TREASURES
Rare Finds
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NEW Necklaces!

WooWoo!!!
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Super 7 and Auralite 23 are hard to
come by from their type localities,
but we found the same material
from different places in jewelry
form. We brought back Epidote in
Quartz (aka "Dream Quartz"),
Lavender Jade, Tektite, and Purple
Grape Chalcedony jewelry that we
rarely see. For our fossil
enthusiasts we have a special treat Ammonite, Fossil Coral, Dino Bone
and Petrified Wood jewelry! Also,
keep an eye out for a wide range of
Aura Stone pendants and earrings
in our 20-30% off section during
Truck Show.

In addition to replenishing Pakimer
(aka Herkimer Diamond) and
Moldavite strands, we also found
some new affordable Butterfly Wing,
Bismuth, and LED Quartz Point
necklaces. We returned with 18k
Gold Plated Sterling Silver chains
that make a cost effective substitute
to solid gold. And, you will
absolutely love the new line of
Fashion Stone necklaces that
combine a plethora of natural
stones into elegant statement
pieces to adorn yourself with.

Whether you are looking to raise
your vibrations or making fabulous
jewelry, you will want to stop by the
WooWoo Cabinet and Weigh Station
in the Auditorium. We have
replenished our Moldavite, Precious
Opal, Rhodolite, Garnet, and
Sunstone by weight. We also got
all new Herkimers, Faden Quartz,
Helidor crystals, Zincite and
Fulgurites. Last but not least, we
have Pyromorphite crystals again
after several years of not being able
to find them.

HOME & OFFICE DECOR, ARTISTIC ACCENTS , AMETHYST & CITRINE
Personal Development
Aids & Enhancements

To enhance your home, office,
altar and personal self, we
purchased several statues in
multiple sizes of wood, stone, and
metal. We replenished our Tibetan
Singing Bowls, Tingshas, Bells,
Dorjies, Mantra bowls and Malas.
We also added
an abundance of small stone and
wood altar bowls, more Sage
varieties, Abalone Shells, Feathers,
and Wordstones to our inventory.
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Home & Office Accents

Bring Nature into your life with
creative accents such as
exquisite wood carvings, natural
stone bookends, coasters,
candle holders & lamps. Also
gem trees, wine stoppers,
colorful copper trees & copper
wall splashes. For another form
of nature we also brought an
array of unique bug and butterfly
collages. Also found were
mineral decorator pieces in slabs
and stand-ups from small to
extra large in minerals such as
Black Calcite, Celestite, Ocean

Decorating With
Amethyst & Citrine

Great buys on Amethyst and
Citrine were found so we brought
back plenty to choose from,
including more Amethyst and
Citrine hearts in various sizes to
help bring happiness into your
lives. Also, lots of polished
Amethyst points to select from,
new palm size acid washed
Chevron Amethyst pieces, single
XL Maraba Amethyst points, mini
and small cut-base Amethyst
stand-ups and multiple Amethyst
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Specialties include Shungite
Clocks, Pyrite Suns, a variety of
Himalayan Salt products and
Aegerine rods.

Jasper, Septarian, Agate,
Polychrome Jasper, Shungite,
Fluorite, Labradorite and
Spectrolite.

and Citrine display pieces on
custom stands.

KIDS , FOSSILS, GIFTS and SPECIAL FINDS
For The Young & Old

For the fossil lovers we restocked
those beautiful Red Flash
Ammonites and our supply of large
and small Ammonite pairs plus
more fossil Globiden Mosasaur
Teeth and multi-color Coprolite
(Dino Poop). From the
old seas we found Trilobites,
Fossilized Sand Dollars, Crabs and
Fish Fossils from Wyoming. For
the kids we bought more fossil and
mineral kits, children's jewelry,
clothing and hair pieces plus
colorful dyed Quartz and mineral
pieces.

Misc Gift Buys

Special New Finds

We brought back some ideal gift
selections such as Portable Vita
Jewel Water Elixer carriers and
some amazing natural Pyrite
cubes on matrix from Spain. We
found all types of natural stone
skulls in a variety of minerals
and sizes and replenished our
extensive Evil Eye Protection
selection. Extra large Amethyst,
Citrine & Rose Quartz Gem trees,
polished Petrified Wood
stand-ups & slices, various
colorful framed insects, polished
Malachite bowls & containers
and Black Obsidian scrying
mirrors round out some of our
gift options.

New one-of-a-kind finds include
LED lighted Quartz point
pendants with changing Chakra
colors. 18 different specially
polished small Selenite forms,
Yoni eggs in several varieties of
minerals and sizes. We found
Mookaite, Lepidolite and Emerald
in new Shiva shapes and maybe
the most spectacular pieces we
found were gold and silver coated
Kyanite pieces.

DEPOT DEALS
New Variety of Geodes

We have added a new variety of
Geode to our mix,
TRANCAS GEODES.
They are beautiful and they
fluoresce "kryptonite green" under
the ultra violet lamps. We also
added more Moroccan Geodes,
medium size to crack and small
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New Minerals in the Depot

Popular Additions

We have new minerals in the Rock
Depot that we've never had before.
Large Natural Smokey Quartz
points, beautiful blue Dumortierite
in Quartz and in Quartz Points, two
new Quartz varieties called Emerald
Tanzurine & Cherry Tanzurine (a
"New Find"). We also have Rutilated
Smokey Quartz Points, Fuchsite
with Ruby like never seen before,

We replenished some of our most
popular minerals such as:
Amazonite, Calcite and the most
popular, Herkimer Diamond. We
also brought back a new supply of
Agua Nueva Agate and added to our
stock more Parcelas Agate. There is
new Fluorite and Mookaite the size
of one's fist. Then last, but certainly
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